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What is our Planet made of?

Last month, DAM launched the MAGMA coffee table at the Maison & Objet in Paris. 

With a unique beauty, the MAGMA coffee table refers to the molten and semi-molten 
mineral substances found under the Earth’s crust. Composed of a semi-sphere of 
agglomerated dark cork that evokes the earth’s crust, MAGMA features a highly 
polished stone top with intense and expressive veins. This surface portrays a peculiar 
narrative about the beauty of our planet, dynamic yet deeply fragile, highlighting 
what is important to care for and preserve - Nature. 

The coffee table is available in two sizes that combine with the option of a turned 
wooden beam base that elevates the semi-sphere, in an ode to our Planet. 

Let’s boost conscious attitudes, creating more sustainable spaces!



MAGMA / coffee table

Designed by: Hugo Silva and Joana Santos.
Materials: 100% natural agglomerated black cork and Portuguese marble called 
‘Pele de tigre’.
Finishing: Cork finished with colourless aqueous coating with properties of water 
repellency, oil, and stains and high resistance to UV and aging. 
Size: W33 x D33 x H29 cm / W13 x D13 x H11.4 in (small low); W47 x D47 x H29 cm 
/ W18.5 x D18.5 x H11.4 in (wide low).

Description (summary): MAGMA coffee table refers to the molten and semi-molten 
mineral substances found under the Earth’s crust. Composed of a semi-sphere of cork 
that evokes the Planet’s crust, MAGMA features a stone top that portrays a peculiar 
narrative about the beauty of our Planet, dynamic yet deeply fragile, highlighting what is 
important to care for and preserve - Nature.
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Get more
Visit the ‘downloads’ section of 
our website to have access to high 
resolution images, press releases, 
price lists and full technical 
specifications.

Join us
Come and join us on Facebook, 
Twitter , Instagram or Pinterest. 
Simply search by damfurniture or 
damfurniturept and you 
will find us.
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